Our analytics career track™ is redefining how careers are built in the industry

Advanced Analytics
- Leverage advanced analytics to:
  - (a) Solve business problems
  - (b) Institutionalize analytics

Data Science
- Build cutting edge analytics to:
  - (a) Scale machine learning algorithms
  - (b) Create analytics IP

BI Program Management
- Orchestrate teams and BI solutions to:
  - (a) Operationalize analytics
  - (b) Enhance analytics consumption

Big Data Engineering
- Leverage big data technologies to:
  - (a) Create centralized analytics environment
  - (b) Enhance analytics consumption
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Fortune 500 companies recognize **analytics as a competitive differentiator** to **understand customers** and make **better decisions**.

We deliver **insight, impact and innovation** to them through **predictive analytics** and **visual story-telling**.

[fractalanalytics.com](http://fractalanalytics.com)